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Abstract  

Protein-protein interactions that include recognition of short sequences of amino acids, or peptides, 

are critical in cellular processes. Protein-peptide interaction surface areas are relatively small and 

shallow, and there are often overlapping specificities in families of peptide-binding domains. 

Therefore, dissecting selectivity determinants can be challenging. PDZ domains are an example of 

a peptide-binding domain located in several intracellular signaling and trafficking pathways, which 

form interactions critical for the regulation of receptor endocytic trafficking, tight junction 

formation, organization of supramolecular complexes in neurons, and other biological systems. 

These domains are also directly targeted by pathogens, and a hallmark of many oncogenic viral 

proteins is a PDZ-binding motif. However, amidst sequences that target PDZ domains, there is a 

wide spectrum in relative promiscuity. For example, the viral HPV16 E6 oncoprotein recognizes 

over double the number of PDZ domain-containing proteins as the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 

conductance regulator (CFTR) in the cell, despite similar PDZ targeting-sequences and identical 

motif residues. Here, we determine binding affinities for PDZ domains known to bind either 

HPV16 E6 alone or both CFTR and HPV16 E6, using peptides matching WT and hybrid 

sequences. We also use energy minimization to model PDZ-peptide complexes and use sequence 

analyses to investigate this difference. We find that while the majority of single mutations had a 

marginal effect on overall affinity, the additive effect on the free energy of binding accurately 

describes the selectivity observed. Taken together, our results describe how complex and differing 

PDZ interactomes can be programmed in the cell.  
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Introduction 

Intracellular signaling and trafficking pathways are exquisitely tuned processes that depend 

on precise regulation and occur in a complex milieu. Both stable and dynamic protein-protein 

interactions are at the core of these biological systems. Of these, several, if not most, of the 

pathways include the recognition of conserved protein domains with short amino-acid sequences, 

also referred to as short linear motifs or peptides, on binding partners.1–3 These protein-peptide 

interactions tend to be of relatively low binding affinity and also often short-lived, allowing for a 

responsive environment where signals can be received and transmitted quickly.4 One such peptide-

binding domain is the PSD-95/Dlg/ZO1 (PDZ) domain, named for the first three proteins identified 

as containing the conserved carboxylate-binding loop sequence that recognizes the extreme 

C-terminus of target proteins.5–7 

 PDZ domains are approximately 80-90 residues in length, with a conserved structural fold 

consisting of two a-helices and five or six b-strands, which form a core anti-parallel b-sheet.8–11 

There are 272 PDZ domains in the human proteome within 154 proteins.11 These domains are 

implicated in the trafficking of membrane-bound receptors, organization of supramolecular 

structures, e.g., in the post-synaptic density of neurons, formation of tight junctions, and other 

critical processes.12–15 PDZ domains are also a target of pathogenic viral proteins, including 

examples from human papillomavirus (HPV), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), influenza 

A, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), and others.16–27 Specifically, 

analyses of several HPV strains indicate that those which contain PDZ domain recognition 

sequences in their E6 oncoproteins are cancer-causing, whereas strains lacking a PDZ-targeting 

E6 are not.28 
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 Among these, the E6 oncoprotein from the HPV16 strain is particularly promiscuous for 

PDZ domains. It is known to bind over a dozen PDZ domain-containing proteins.28 Indeed, 

Vincentelli et al. found that in vitro, the final ten residues of the HPV16 E6 oncoprotein (sequence: 

SSRTRRETQL) bound 20% of the PDZome with KD values < 250 µM using their holdup assay, 

which quantifies PDZ-peptide pairs for over 80% of known PDZ domains.29,30 This is in contrast 

to known human sequences that target PDZ domains, e.g., the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 

conductance regulator (CFTR), which is recognized by relatively few.31–34  

The endocytic recycling of CFTR is mediated by PDZ domain interactions, specifically by 

the Na+/H+ exchanger regulatory factor (NHERF) proteins and CFTR associated ligand (CAL).33-35 

There may also be additional PDZ domains that interact with CFTR, e.g., those of mast2 

microtubule associated serine/threonine kinase (MAST205) and sorting nexin 27 (SNX27).31,32 

Overall, the CFTR sequence (TEEEVQDTRL) is seemingly much less promiscuous than that of 

HPV16 E6, despite sharing the same Class I PDZ motif residues of Leu at the P0 (or C-terminal) 

position and Thr at P-2 (for CFTR, R=P-1, D=P-3, Q=P-4, etc.). Class I PDZ domains recognize the 

binding motif sequence X-S/T-X-fCOOH (where f=hydrophobic amino acids, typically I/L/V/F, 

and X=any amino acid), and overall, the majority of PDZ domain selectivity is known to occur at 

the final six (P0-P-5) positions, which were the focus of this work.11,36,37 

Experiments investigating specificity in PDZ domains by ourselves and others previously 

found that target recognition is quite complex and dependent on position-specific interactions 

along the peptide-binding cleft.36,37 Therefore, we were interested in investigating the basis of 

differences in PDZ recognition for the HPV16 E6 versus CFTR C-terminal sequences. We focused 

on the P-1, P-4, and P-5 positions, reasoning that the P-3 Glu and Asp, respectively, were chemically 

similar. Here, we describe our work determining binding affinities for nine PDZ domains that are 
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known to bind HPV16 E6 alone, or CFTR and HPV16 E6 proteins, with peptides matching the 

WT sequences and variant peptides where we mutate one peptide position individually to the other 

sequence, e.g., the P-1, P-4, or P-5 CFTR residues into HPV16 E6 and vice versa. We use structural 

models and sequence analyses to investigate clear amino-acid preferences where the mutation 

changes the |DDG°| of binding by more than 1 kcal/mol in either direction, as well as determine 

that in general, polar residues are preferred at these surface-exposed sites by a majority of PDZ 

domains.  

We conclude that while the P-1 Arg and P-5 Val amino acids in CFTR most strongly 

contribute to its relatively restricted PDZ selectivity, a single mutation only marginally affects 

binding affinity in the majority of the protein-peptide pairs studied. Instead, it is the additive 

energetic contributions from all three positions that result in a sequence which binds below a 

threshold that is endogenously relevant. Our work is likely applicable broadly across the PDZ 

family, providing insight into how the overlapping yet distinct PDZ interactomes are encoded in 

domains of these important cellular pathways.   
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Results 

I. The effect of single position variants on HPV16 E6 binding for NHERF1 PDZ1 (N1P1), 

NHERF2 PDZ2 (N2P2), CAL PDZ, or TIP-1 PDZ domains 

 To investigate the position-specific characteristics of PDZ domain binding to sequences 

matching the C-termini of the CFTR and HPV16 E6 proteins, we initially chose a subset of PDZ 

domains that bind HPV16 E6 and either target CFTR with high affinity (N1P1 and N2P2), low 

affinity (CAL), or not at all (TIP-1).18,38–40 We previously studied this subset of PDZ domains with 

respect to their ability to bind CFTR and/or a designed inhibitor of CAL, iCAL36.41 The NHERF 

PDZ domains, including N1P1 and N2P2, bind a peptide matching the CFTR C-terminal sequence 

(sequence: TEEEVQDTRL) with sub-micromolar affinity, whereas previous fluorescence 

polarization assays showed CAL binds this sequence with Ki = 420 ± 80 µM and TIP-1 shows 

undetectable binding, defined as >1000 µM.41 Notably, CAL also binds an HPV16 E6 sequence 

(SSRTRRETQL) with relatively low affinity, Ki = 340 ± 70 µM.36 

We designed a set of five peptides to test which, if any, amino acids in the CFTR sequence 

contribute to these relative binding affinities. These included: HPV16 E6 (defined above), 

SSRTCFTR (SSRTVQDTRL), HPVP1R (SSRTRRETRL), HPVP4Q (SSRTRQETQL), and HPVP5V 

(SSRTVRETQL). In each of the HPV16 E6 variant peptides, the indicated position, P-1, P-4, or P-5, 

respectively, is mutated to the corresponding amino acid in the CFTR sequence. We chose not to 

include the P—3 variant peptide, as we reasoned that Glu (in HPV16 E6) and Asp (in CFTR) are 

chemically very similar. We included the P-9-P-6 SSRT amino acids in all sequences, including 

CFTR, for consistency. Decameric peptides were used due to previous work showing a modest 

affinity increase with sequences as long as 10 residues and N1P1.34  
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Binding affinities for this set of PDZ domains and peptides were determined using 

fluorescence polarization competition experiments. All proteins were expressed and purified, and 

assays conducted, as described previously and in the Materials and Methods.34,36,41 The binding 

affinities and free energies determined from triplicate experiments are in Table 1.  

Despite having similar affinities for SSRTCFTR (1.7 ± 0.4 µM for N2P2, 2.2 ± 1 µM for 

N1P1), the binding affinity of N2P2 was significantly higher than that of N1P1 for the HPV16 E6 

peptide: 17 ± 6 µM versus 100 ± 50 µM, respectively. For N1P1 and N2P2, mutating the P-1, P-3, 

or P-5 residues in the HPV16 E6 sequence to the corresponding amino acids in CFTR increased 

the relative binding affinity (Table 1, Figures 1A-B). In N1P1, the P-1 Arg in HPVP1R increased 

the relative binding affinity the greatest, at >10-fold, whereas the effect was more modest for a P-

4 Gln (HPVP4Q) at 5-fold, and minimal for a P-5 Val (HPVP5V) (Table 1). For N2P2, all 3 mutations 

in HPV16 E6 resulted in a similar increase in affinity, of 2.4-3.3-fold (Table 1, Figure 1B). The 

preference of NHERF PDZ domains for a P-1 Arg is known, and attributed to an observed 

electrostatic interaction between P-1 Arg on the peptide and Glu43 on the protein.42,43 In N2P2, the 

equivalent P-1 Arg-interacting E43 residue is D180. 

In CAL, which binds both HPV16 E6 and CFTR relatively weakly, at >100 µM, there was 

no change in overall binding affinity for a P-5 Val mutation, with Ki = 190 ± 10 µM (Table 1, 

Figure 1C). However, mutating either the P-1 HPV16 E6 Gln residue to Arg or the P-4 Arg to Gln 

increased the relative affinity of CAL, as compared to HPV16 E6, by 3.8- and 2.9-fold, 

respectively (Table 1, Figure 1C). Previous peptide-array data, with single-position mutations to 

all other amino acids for 10 peptide sequences, revealed that a P-1 Arg is a positive modulator for 

CAL. At P-4, both a Gln and Arg are favorable and equivalently tolerated within these peptide 

contexts.36 Therefore, it is interesting that the HPVP4Q peptide revealed an almost 3-fold higher 
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affinity for CAL (Table 1). Although not studied here, one idea based on the 4K75 structure, where 

the P-4 Gln interacts with E308 in the bB-bC loop, is that the bulky P-4 Arg is unable to make this 

same interaction. This result may also suggest that sequence context can affect modulator (or 

non-motif) preferences for PDZ domains under certain conditions.  

For TIP-1, binding to CFTR was weakly detectable, with Ki = 670 ± 400 µM for the 

SSRTCFTR sequence, slightly better than the previously calculated value for WT CFTR, likely due 

to the SSRT N-terminal substitution.41 Furthermore, no single point mutation in HPV16 E6 to the 

corresponding amino acid in CFTR dramatically affected the overall binding affinity (Table 1, 

Figure 1D). While each individual mutation revealed an approximately 2-3-fold effect weakening 

of binding affinity relative to the WT HPV16 sequence, the combination resulted in 60-fold lower 

binding for SSRTCFTR, as compared to HPV16 E6. The SSRTCFTR sequence also contains the P-3 

Glu to Asp substitution, which was not tested here.  

Overall, the largest effect seen in these PDZ-peptide pairs was for N1P1 and HPVP1R, 

which increased the binding affinity by >10-fold as compared to the HPV16 E6 sequence. The 

DDG° value for this mutation = -1.45 kcal/mol (Figure 2). All other affinity changes were 

relatively modest, with |DDG°| values, as compared to HPV16 E6, less than 1 kcal/mol. Taken 

together, this suggested that single point mutants do not make a substantial contribution to the 

overall free energy of binding (Figure 2). 

 

II. Binding affinities of PDZ domains that target the HPV16 E6 sequence are relatively resistant 

to single point variants in either the HPV16 E6 or CFTR sequences  

 Our TIP-1 results were of particular interest, showing relatively minor changes, £ 3-fold, 

in overall binding affinity upon mutation of the HPV16 E6 P-1, P-4, or P-5 positions, despite a 
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60-fold difference in affinity of the WT sequence versus CFTR. We next wanted to test if other 

HPV16 E6-targeting PDZ domains would show a similar result, whereby site-specific substitutions 

of amino acids in the CFTR sequence would fail to dramatically decrease relative binding affinity. 

We chose several representative PDZ domains known to bind the HPV16 E6 oncoprotein, 

including: DLG1 PDZ1 (DLG1-1), MAGI1 PDZ2 (MAGI1-2), PTPN3 PDZ (PTPN3), SCRIB 

PDZ1 (SCRIB-1), and SNX27 PDZ (SNX27).23,27,28,44–49 There are available structures of 

MAGI1-2 and PTPN3 bound to the HPV16 E6 sequence.46,50 

We recombinantly expressed and purified all PDZ domains as described in the Materials 

and Methods, and followed a similar protocol used with the PDZ domains described above. In 

addition to using fluorescence polarization to determine relative binding affinities for the HPV16 

E6, SSRTCFTR, and HPV16 E6 variant peptides (HPVP1R, HPVP4Q, and HPVP5V) above, we also 

created analogous SSRTCFTR variant peptides, with substitutions at the P-1, P-4, and P-5 positions to 

amino acids in the HPV16 E6 sequence. These peptides are: CFTRP1Q (SSRTVQDTQL), CFTRP4R 

(SSRTVRDTRL), and CFTRP5R (SSRTRQDTRL). We tested the CFTR variant peptides with 

N1P1 and N2P2 as well.  

 In order to conduct competition experiments using fluorescence polarization, we first 

determined KD values for a fluoresceinated HPV16 E6 reporter peptide (FITC-SSRTRRETQL) 

with DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, PTPN3, and SCRIB-1. We previously determined that SNX27 binds 

F*-GIRK3 (FITC-LPPPESESKV) with KD = 0.33 ± 0.14 µM.51 Calculated KD values for triplicate 

experiments were: DLG1-1 (17 ± 4 µM), MAGI1-2 (12 ± 4 µM), PTPN3 (2 ± 1 µM), and SCRIB-1 

(5.1 ± 1.7 µM) (Figure 3A-D).  

 Competition experiments with our set of eight peptides (HPV16 E6, SSRTCFTR, and the 

P-1, P-4, P-5 HPV16 E6 and CFTR variants) generally agreed with our previous results, with a few 
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exceptions (Table 2, Figure 4). Again, we calculated the free energy of binding for each 

PDZ-peptide pair, as well as DDG° values as compared to HPV16 E6 or CFTR (Figure 5A). Free 

energies for interactions > 1 mM were calculated using Ki = 1000 µM, and likely underestimate 

the true values. For MAGI1-2, the KD value was too high compared to the Ki values and 

calculations of Ki using our approach were not successful. For PTPN3, calculations of Ki were also 

not successful, likely because we overestimated the amount of protein ideally used in competition 

experiments. In both cases, we calculated IC50 values, based on the concentration of inhibitor 

peptide at half-maximal saturation (Table 2, Figure 4F-G). The IC50 values were used to 

approximate DG° and DDG° for these PDZ domains. 

Surprisingly, SNX27 PDZ bound CFTR with high affinity, better than its affinity for 

HPV16 E6 and all variants, excluding HPV16P5V (Table 2, Figure 4C). SNX27 was previously 

implicated in b2-adrenoreceptor (b2AR) PDZ-mediated recycling from early endosomes, and may 

play a similar role in CFTR trafficking.52 This hypothesis is directly supported by a pre-print article 

that determined SNX27 does indeed directly bind and mediate the trafficking of CFTR.32  

 Overall, there were seven PDZ-peptide interactions that revealed |DDG°| values >  1 

kcal/mol. These included: N1P1 (HPVP1R - HPV16 E6 and CFTRP1Q - SSRTCFTR), SCRIB-1 

(HPV16P4Q and HPV16P5V - HPV16 E6), SNX27 (HPVP5V - HPV16 E6 and CFTRP5R - SSRTCFTR) 

and PTPN3 (CFTRP1Q - SSRTCFTR) (Tables 2-3, Figure 5A). Notably, for the P-1 position with 

N1P1 and P-5 position with SNX27, the variant peptides showed effectively equal and opposite 

DDG° values: N1P1 (-1.45 kcal/mol for HPVP1R - HPV16 E6 and +1.45 kcal/mol for CFTRP1Q - 

SSRTCFTR) and SNX27 (-1.56 kcal/mol for HPVP5V - HPV16 E6 and +2.0 kcal/mol for CFTRP5R 

- SSRTCFTR). This suggests strong preferences for N1P1 and a P-1 Arg, as previously discussed, as 

well as SNX27 and a P-5 Val.  
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Overall, of 48 DDG° values calculated, only seven exceeded ± 1 kcal/mol, of which five 

have binding affinity changes >10-fold. Another 19 resulted in |DDG°| > 0.5 kcal/mol. DLG1-1, 

MAGI1-2, and PTPN3 were generally characteristic of TIP-1, whereby mutations of HPV16 E6 

positions to amino acids in CFTR decrease binding affinity, and although there are exceptions 

(DLG1-1 and HPVP5V, PTPN3 and HPVP5V), they are relatively modest (Table 2, Figure 5A). In 

addition, for these 3 PDZ domains, substitution of CFTR positions to amino acids in HPV16 E6 

increased relative binding affinity in all cases (Table 2, Figure 5A). Taken together, these peptide 

positions clearly modulate affinity and selectivity for the tested PDZ domains. However, in 

general, overall binding for a given sequence was relatively resistant to single amino-acid 

substitutions, even to those from a sequence that it binds poorly or not at all. 

Finally, we calculated the S DDG° values for either the HPV16 E6 variant peptides, as 

compared to HPV16 E6, or the CFTR variant peptides, as compared to SSRTCFTR (Figures 5B-C). 

In most cases, this revealed the clear selectivity preference for the PDZ domain. For example, the 

additive effect for all three of the singly mutated CFTR variant peptides exceeded -1.5 kcal/mol 

for DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, and PTPN3, reflecting the clear preference of those PDZ domains for 

HPV16 E6. The additive effect for the HPV16 E6 variant peptides exceeded -1.5 kcal/mol for 

N1P1, N2P2, and SNX27, and indeed, our binding assays resulted in 3- to 45-fold higher affinity 

for SSRTCFTR than HPV16 E6 (Table 2).  

The SCRIB-1 PDZ domain was an interesting case out of this test set; although there was 

a clear preference for HPV16 E6 over CFTR, with Ki = 20 µM and 250 µM, respectively, mutation 

of the P-5 position in the variant peptides showed a 5-fold enhancement of affinity in both 

background sequences. As a result, the additive effect of these reciprocal mutations in both HPV16 

E6 and CFTR backbones was a favorable S DDG° that exceeded -1 kcal/mol. However, even the 
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highest affinity CFTR variant for SCRIB-1, CFTRP5R was a 2.5-fold worse binder than HPV16 

E6, confirming the clear preference for HPV16 E6 (Table 2, Figure 5C). It would be interesting 

to test doubly mutated peptides with SCRIB-1 in future experiments to explore the context 

dependence of these mutations. In general, these additive free energies of binding are consistent 

with the affinity differences of each domain for HPV16 E6 and CFTR.  

 

III. Energy minimizations used to analyze position-specific substitutions in structural models 

 To understand the stereochemistry of our binding assay results, we analyzed structural 

models of these PDZ-peptide complexes. Three of the PDZ/peptide pairs studied have available 

structures, including N1P1/CFTR (PDB 1I92), MAGI1-2/HPV16 E6 (6TWQ), and 

PTPN3/HPV16 E6 (6HKS).42,46,50 Other structures used were: DLG1-1 (3RL7), N2P2 (2HE4), 

SCRIB-1 (6MYF), and SNX27 (3QGL).53–56  

We used PyMOL to model P0-P-5 of the HPV16 E6 and CFTR sequences in the PDZ 

domains without experimental structures. The HPV16 E6 peptide from PDB 6TWQ (MAGI1-2) 

was used to create initial structural models of N1P1/HPV16 E6, N2P2/HPV16 E6, DLG1-

1/HPV16 E6, and SCRIB-1/HPV16 E6 via direct alignment. For the CFTR peptide, the HPV16 

E6 peptide was mutated using the PyMOL mutagenesis wizard for all PDZ domains. Analysis of 

the P-4 Gln and P-5 Val residues in the N1P1/CFTR complex structure suggests that the P-4 Gln 

binds in the traditional P-5 pocket on the PDZ domain, and consequently, the P-5 residue, a Glu in 

N1P1 (1I92), is interacting with solvent (Figure S1A). This is likely due to the constrained 

geometry of this crystal structure, as N1P1 binds a C-terminal extension in a molecule related by 

symmetry that matches the CFTR sequence.42 For our analyses, we chose to mutate the HPV16 E6 

sequence instead of using this conformation. Finally, the SNX27/HPV16 E6 and SNX27/CFTR 
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models were created by mutating GIRK3 (ESESKV) amino acids in silico, due to shifts of 2.7-4.9 

Å between P-5 Ca atoms and DLG1-2/HPV18 E6 (PDB 2OQS, used as an additional comparison 

here), PTPN3/HPV16 E6, and MAGI1-2/HPV16 E6, respectively (Figure S1B). 

PDZ-peptide binding is well understood, with dozens of available structures.11 However, 

there were clear steric clashes and other minor issues with our initial models. Therefore, we ran 

energy minimization on a solvated system to refine our models for analysis, as described in the 

Materials and Methods. We reasoned that full molecular dynamics simulations would be unlikely 

to inform much new knowledge for these complexes, based on prior PDZ knowledge, and that this 

approach would provide a reasonable structural model analogous to docking simulations. 

 Alignment of the HPV-binding structures and models reveals position-specific recognition 

by PDZ residues. There are only two specific interactions between P-1 Gln and PDZ residues, 

including N1P1 H157 (3.1 Å between the side chain and imidazole ring) and SCRIB-1 R762 (3.6 

Å between the side chain and guanidino group) (Figure 6A). In the other structures, there is a 

conserved polar residue at the bB-2 residue, immediately following the carboxylate binding loop 

motif, which is in the vicinity of the P-1 peptide position. In PTPN3, R539 is in the equivalent 

SCRIB-1 R762 position, however it is not directly interacting with the P-1 Gln. This is notable as 

the PTPN3/HPV16 E6 complex is an experimental structure, whereas our SCRIB-1/HPV16 E6 is 

a model. In PTPN3 PDZ, the side-chain amino group of K520 in the bA-bB loop is 5.4 Å from the 

side chain of P-1 Gln (Figure 6A). In general, all PDZ domains except SNX27 contain multiple 

hydrophilic residues in this region. SNX27 displays the most hydrophobic character, specifically 

due to A81 and L83. 

All seven PDZ domains have a positively-charged residue in the vicinity of the P-3 Glu 

residue in HPV16 E6, suggesting why this is a common preference (Figure 6B). Notably, the 
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PTPN3/HPV16 E6 crystal structure shows a stronger interaction between the P-3 Glu and hydroxyl 

of S538 (2.9 Å) as opposed to the amino group of K526 (5.7 Å), which is also nearby.  

In all structures and structural models, the P-4 Arg is pointed towards the aB-2 residue, 

which is immediately C-terminal to the PDZ Class I conserved aB-1 His that interacts with the P-2 

Thr (Figure 6C). For several of these structures, residues in the bB-bC loop are also located within 

interaction distances (Figure 6A). The P-5 Arg interacts directly with bB-bC loop residues, or is 

in the vicinity as well (Figure 6D). The bB-bC loop is the most variable region of these PDZ 

domains, with respect to both sequence and length (Figure 6E). This is also the structural element 

of these PDZ domains that shows the most flexibility (Figure 6D), an observation seen in previous 

PDZ/peptide NMR ensembles (e.g., PDB 4LOB) and elevated temperature factors in most 

crystallographic structures.  

The side-chain atoms of CFTR peptide residues are interacting with similar 

position-specific amino acids in the PDZ/CFTR structural models. As predicted, N1P1 and N2P2 

are the only PDZ domains with a Glu or Asp that directly contacts the P-1 Arg (Figure S2A). The 

P-4 Gln lies near the aB-2 and bB-bC loop residues (Figure S2B). The P-5 Val is near the B-bC 

loop, which typically contains polar residues. The exception is SNX27 and V59. The P-5 Val is 

positioned ideally to interact in our model, reflective of the clear P-5 Val preference shown in the 

binding assays, including a 14-fold increase in HPVP5V binding affinity compared to HPV16 E6 

as well as 16-fold decrease in binding affinity for CFTRP5R compared to CFTR (Table 2, Figure 

S2C).  

The other |DDG°| values that exceed 1 kcal/mol were for SCRIB-1 with HPVP4Q and 

HPVP5V - HPV16 E6 and PTPN3 with CFTRP1Q - CFTR. In SCRIB-1, the aB-2 residue is H794, 

which likely explains the negative preference for a P-4 Arg. In addition, residues in the bB-bC loop 
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near the P-5 position are 749TPY751, which are relatively hydrophobic and may provide a basis for 

the 4-fold increase in affinity, 4.5 ± 2.8 µM versus 20 ± 7 µM, upon HPVP5V binding (Table 2, 

Figure S2D).  

Electrostatic potential surface maps of all seven PDZ domains show a neutral or slightly 

negative P-4 and P-5 binding surface for the PDZ domains with a preference for HPV16 E6, 

including DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, PTPN3, and SCRIB-1 (Figure 7). Conversely, the three PDZ 

domains with higher relative affinities for CFTR (N1P1, N2P2, and SNX27) are all positively 

charged in this area and, in general, along the entire binding surface (Figure 7). There is a negative 

surface area on N1P1 and N2P2 due to the Glu/Asp residues that bind the P-1 Arg.  The PTPN3 

surface also shows a positive charge where the P-5 position binds, which is consistent with the 

increased binding affinity for HPVP5V, as compared to HPV16 E6 (3.4 µM and 10.1 µM, 

respectively).  

These electrostatic surface potentials in areas of the PDZ domains that interact with 

upstream peptide residues may also reflect preferences for positions beyond P-5. For example, we 

saw an increased binding affinity for the P-6-P-9 SSRT residues in SSRTCFTR (130 ± 10 µM) as 

compared to previously determined values for the WT CFTR sequence with P-6-P-9 TEEE (420 ± 

80 µM), consistent with a slightly negatively charged surface (Figure S3).41,57 Overall, the 

experimental structures and our peptide-bound models support the binding data.  

 

IV. Sequence characteristics of PDZ domains in residues that interact with the P-1, P-4, and P-5 

target positions 

 Finally, we were curious if the positions identified by our structural models as interacting 

with specific peptide positions are generally applicable to PDZ-peptide complexes. We previously 
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identified seven residues that generally interact with target amino-acid side chains and comprise 

the peptide-binding cleft.58 Here, we wanted to do a similar analysis, but focused on the P-1, P-4, 

and P-5 positions. We aligned the sequences of 50 Class I PDZ domains in proteins previously 

identified as HPV16 E6 targets, and which include interacting peptides/proteins. We identified 

amino acids that interact with each peptide position. The HPV16 E6 and CFTR structural model 

data described above were largely consistent with this analysis (Figure S4).  

 This alignment revealed that of these domains, the NHERF proteins are the only PDZ 

domains with the conserved negatively-charged Glu/Asp positioned to interact with the P-1 Arg in 

CFTR. In addition, while the majority of these domains have a polar residue at aB-2, several 

specifically contain a Glu/Asp amino acid, a favorable partner for the P-4 Arg in HPV16 E6. 

Finally, P-5 preferences are harder to predict due to the variability in the bB-bC loops (Figure S4). 

This loop is flexible, including in different molecules of the asymmetric unit, as evidenced by the 

DLG1-1/APC peptide structure (Figure S5A), as well as between PDZ domains. As a 

selectivity-determining example, the bB-bC loop of the TIP-1 PDZ domain forms an additional 

a-helix that creates a deep binding pocket, introducing a strong P-5 Trp preference (Figure S5B). 

In this set of proteins, one of the shortest bB-bC loops is in MPDZ-4 at 4 residues, whereas the 

longest is in MAGI1-5 at 20, highlighting the discrepancy (Figure S4). However, in general, an 

abundance of polar residues at these positions suggests why the HPV16 E6 sequence is broadly 

well tolerated. These observations suggest that the P-1 Arg and P-5 Val amino acids in CFTR select 

against several PDZ targets. In most cases, it is likely a contribution of relatively minor negative 

preferences at multiple positions in the CFTR sequence that dramatically decrease binding 

affinities for non-CFTR PDZ targets.   
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Concluding Remarks 

 PDZ domains bind their endogenous targets relatively weakly, with an average binding 

affinity for calculated values of around 1 µM.11 This is biologically relevant, as these interactions 

are often transient and involved in short-lived trafficking or signaling processes.9–11 Another 

consequence is that the interactome of many of these domains overlaps with other PDZ domains, 

resulting in a network of both distinct and shared binding preferences and targets.11 This 

characteristic is well exploited by viruses, with several, including SARS-CoV-2, hijacking 

multiple PDZ domain-mediated processes with a single or just a few pathogenic 

protein(s).16,20,23-25,28,59–61  

Here, we were interested in the hypothesis that viral sequences, e.g., HPV16 E6, may have 

evolved to be able to target several PDZ proteins, whereas human sequences, e.g., CFTR, bind 

much fewer due to these varied effects on cellular output. Indeed, we saw that all 28 measured 

binding affinities for HPV16 E6 and HPV variant peptides are spread relatively evenly from 

0.1-100 µM (Table 2), a standard range for PDZ-target interactions.29 Conversely, the SSRTCFTR 

values revealed a bimodal distribution of relatively high (N1P1, N2P2, SNX27) or low (SCRIB1, 

DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, PTPN3) affinities, separated by nearly two orders of magnitude. This suggests 

that CFTR may be under evolutionary selective pressure to be specific for only its biological 

targets, whereas the viral HPV16 E6 sequence is not. An endogenous sequence that interacts with 

dozens of PDZ domains may directly and/or indirectly disadvantage critical processes, like 

receptor trafficking, that are under tight cellular regulation. In contrast, a viral protein that can bind 

several PDZ domains and integrate quickly into host machinery for, e.g., cell growth and 

proliferation, may be advantageous. This idea is consistent with the cancer-causing strains of HPV. 

Notably, there are exceptions to this based on cellular context; for example, CAL PDZ is known 
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to bind its endogenous targets, e.g., CFTR and HPV16 E6, with affinities > 100 µM, suggesting 

that binding is a result of macromolecular complex formation and increased local concentration, 

amongst other factors.14,34 

 Sequences related by evolution support this idea. The C-termini of CFTR sequences related 

over millions of years of evolution differ only at the P-3 and P-5 positions, and exhibited only 

conservative mutations, as underlined, for example, in the sequences for sea lamprey (Petromyzon 

marinus; IQETRL), shark (Callorhinchus milii; LQETRL), zebrafish (Danio rerio; IQDTRL), 

chicken (Gallus gallus; VQETRL), armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus; VQDTRL), and dog (Canis 

lupus familiaris; VQDTRL), differ only at the P-3 and P-5 positions, and are limited to conservative 

mutations, as underlined. In contrast, E6 proteins from different cancer-causing strains of HPV 

vary more widely, including differences at all positions (underlined), e.g., HPV31 (RTETQV), 

HPV33 (RRETAL), HPV59 (RSETLV), HPV56 (PRESTV), HPV58 (RRQTQV), and HPV52 

(RPVTQV).28 This suggests that the CFTR sequence is under higher evolutionary pressure, which 

we hypothesize is related to its sequence-encoded specificity. Furthermore, endogenous 

PDZ-peptide interactions often utilize specific additional regulatory mechanisms that further 

constrain their evolution, e.g., macromolecular complex formation, localization, and/or 

posttranslational modifications, like phosphorylation.11   

 We specifically chose to study the HPV16 E6 and CFTR sequences because of their 

striking similarity. Although HPV is known to bind over a dozen PDZ-domain containing proteins, 

whereas CFTR binds 5-6, the sequences differ mainly in three positions, at P-1, P-4, and P-5, 

RRETQL and VQDTRL, respectively. Notably, these sequences are identical in the PDZ Class I 

motif positions, P0 and P-2. Ultimately, we were surprised to discover that for most HPV16 

E6-binding PDZ domains, there is not a single CFTR residue that destroys peptide binding (Tables 
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1-2). The same was true when we tested CFTR variant peptides, most substitutions to HPV16 E6 

amino acids at these positions resulted in relatively minor changes in binding affinity (Table 2).  

There were exceptions with clear structural explanations, specifically positive preferences 

for a P-1 Arg in NHERF PDZ domains, and P-5 Val in SNX27 PDZ. The P-1 Arg and P-5 Val 

residues are both in CFTR, suggesting that these proteins may have co-evolved to target each other, 

as previous work suggests.62 Overall, our data revealed that the contribution of all three peptide 

positions appeared to play a role. Indeed, when we summed the WT-compared DDG° values of the 

three HPV16 E6- or CFTR-substituted peptides for PDZ domains with strong HPV16 E6 

(DLG1-1, SCRIB-1, TIP-1, MAGI1-2, PTPN3) or CFTR (N1P1, N2P2) preferences, the |S DDG°| 

value exceeded 1 kcal/mol in all cases, 1.5 kcal/mol for four of the PDZ domains (N2P2, DLG1-1, 

MAGI1-2, SCRIB-1, TIP-1), and 2 kcal/mol for two of the domains (N1P1, PTPN3) (Figure 5B). 

Our binding data demonstrated that these summed free energies of binding are of the magnitude 

to explain the 10-60-fold differences in binding affinity measured.  

The notion of additive contributions of peptide residues to PDZ binding is well established 

and based on seminal work in the field by Stiffler et al. that characterized the binding selectivity 

of 157 mouse PDZ domains with respect to 217 genome-encoded preferences.63 Several additional 

groups, using a variety of computational techniques, have also developed methods for predicting 

the free energy of binding interactions for PDZ domains.64–69 Our results used the HPV16 E6 and 

CFTR PDZ target sequences to experimentally show how this inherent property can also contribute 

to interaction promiscuity. For the HPV16 E6 viral oncoprotein, a C-terminal sequence that 

encodes for a large number of PDZ domain targets may be beneficial for propagation of the virus, 

although it may ultimately be disadvantageous for the host. In contrast, the CFTR C-terminus must 

be specific for its PDZ targets, such that the protein is properly regulated and trafficked in the cell 
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without off-target effects. Evolutionary pressure towards selectivity for endogenous sequences 

may also lead to stronger second-order, context-dependent effects in these systems. 

It would be interesting to see if viral PDZ-targeting sequences are generally more 

promiscuous than endogenous partners. For example, there may be evolutionary benefits in the 

broad targeting of cellular partners. Alternatively, evolution may have targeted a functionally 

beneficial subset of PDZ domains, but without strong counterselection against off-target 

sequences. Recent work strongly asserts that climate change will increase the risk of cross-species 

viral transmission, e.g., SARS-CoV-2, in coming years.70 A better understanding of the 

mechanisms by which viruses infiltrate PDZ domain-mediated pathways may provide therapeutic 

insight against the oncogenic potential of these infections via direct design of inhibitors for these 

viral proteins.  
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Materials and Methods 

Recombinant protein expression and purification of PDZ domains: CAL, DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, 

N1P1, N2P2, PTPN3, SCRIB-1, SNX27, and TIP-1. Briefly, all PDZ domains were recombinantly 

expressed from pET vectors (pET16b for CAL, N1P1, N2P2, and TIP-1, pET28a(+) for all others) 

in Escherichia coli (BL21(DE3) RIL for CAL and TIP-1, BL21(DE3) for all others), and purified 

using protein chromatography, using identical or similar protocols as those previously 

described.34,36,41,51,71 Most PDZ domains included His10 (CAL, N1P1, N2P2, and TIP-1) or His6 

(all others) sequences and a HRV 3C (CAL, N1P1, N2P2, and TIP-1) or TEV (all others) protease 

cleavage site. MAGI1-2 and PTPN3 were additionally expressed as N-terminal SUMO-fusion 

proteins. PDZ domain boundaries used were: CAL (residues: 284-371), DLG1-1 (220-317), 

MAGI1-2 (471-554), N1P1 (1-139), N2P2 (142-280), PTPN3 (505-597), SCRIB-1 (722-815), 

SNX27 (41-135), and TIP-1 (9-120).  

Briefly, for DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, PTPN3, and SCRIB-1, which were not described 

elsewhere by this group, overexpression of the PDZ domain was induced using 0.15 mM IPTG, 

followed by shaking for 16-20 h at a reduced temperature, 18°C overnight. Centrifuged cells were 

resuspended in lysis buffer [150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 10 mM 

imidazole, 0.5 mM TCEP, Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor, and DNase], followed by lysis 

using sonication. Following clarification of the whole cell lysate using centrifugation, the 

supernatant was collected, filtered using Miracloth (Sigma-Aldrich), and added to a 5 mL NiNTA 

HisTrap column (Cytiva), equilibrated in 3 column volumes (CV) of wash buffer [150 mM NaCl, 

50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 10 mM imidazole, 1 mM TCEP]. The column was washed 

with 10 CV of wash buffer. Protein was eluted using a gradient from 0-100% of elution buffer 

[wash buffer with 400 mM imidazole] over 5-10 CV into fractions. Purity was assessed using 
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SDS-PAGE and fractions were concentrated using Amicon 3500 MWCO centrifugal filters 

(Sigma-Aldrich).  

Following concentration, protein was further purified using size exclusion chromatography 

on a Superdex S75 16/600 (Cytiva) column using SEC buffer [equal to wash buffer without the 

imidazole]. Purity was determined using SDS-PAGE, relevant fractions collected/concentrated, 

and final concentrations were determined by measuring absorbance at l=280 nm. Extinction 

coefficients for N1P1, N2P2, and CAL PDZ were previously experimentally determined, while all 

others were calculated. Extinction coefficients used were: CAL (2980 M-1 cm-1), DLG1-1 

(4470 M-1 cm-1), MAGI1-2 (1615 M-1 cm-1), N1P1 (2980 M-1 cm-1), N2P2 (2980 M-1 cm-1), PTPN3 

(2980 M-1 cm-1), SCRIB-1 (8480 M-1 cm-1), SNX27 (2980 M-1 cm-1), and TIP-1 

(10715 M-1 cm-1).34,41,51,58 Final protein concentrations for CAL were determined by Bradford 

assay due to CAL PDZ’s tendency to non-specifically bind ATP. Proteins were flash frozen using 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. 

 

Fluorescence polarization assays. Fluorescence polarization assays were performed as previously 

described, with modifications noted below.34,41,51,58,72 The reporter peptides used were: CAL (F*-

iCAL36Q, sequence: FITC-ANSRWQTSII), DLG1-1 (F*-HPV16 E6, FITC-SSRTRRETQL), 

MAGI1-2 (F*-HPV16 E6), N1P1 (F*-CFTR6, FITC-VQDTRL), N2P2 (F*-CFTR10, 

FITC-TEEEVQDTRL), PTPN3 (F*-HPV16 E6), SCRIB-1 (F*-HPV16 E6), SNX27 (F*-GIRK3, 

FITC-LPPPESESKV), and TIP-1 (F*-iCAL36). Determined KD values were the average 

calculated from triplicate experiments.34 The KD values used to determine KI competition values 

were, calculated here (listed ± SD) or previously: CAL (1.03 µM), DLG1-1 (17 ± 4 µM), N1P1 
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(0.49 µM), N2P2 (0.23 µM), SCRIB-1 (5.1 ± 1.7 µM), SNX27 (0.33 µM), and TIP-1 (0.2 µM). 

Additional calculated KD values in this work were: MAGI1-2 (12 ± 4 µM) and PTPN3 (2 ± 1 µM).  

Competition experiments were performed in at least triplicate, with N=11 for 

SCRIB-1/HPVP4Q due to higher than average variability. Similarly, for DLG1-1, n=3-7 due to 

experimental variability. The final protein concentrations used for competition experiments were: 

CAL (1.85 µM), DLG1-1 (15 µM), MAGI1-2 (15 µM), N1P1 (0.75 µM), N2P2 (0.35 µM), PTPN3 

(5 µM), SCRIB-1 (7.2 µM), SNX27 (0.5 µM), and TIP-1 (0.36 µM). All assays were conducted 

using FP buffer [SEC buffer plus 0.1 mg mL-1 bovine IgG (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.5 mM Thesit 

(Sigma-Aldrich)] Binding affinities were determined using SOLVER, as previously 

described.34,36,41,51,58,72 For MAGI1-2 and PTPN3, IC50 values were determined using a 

four-parameter logistic curve fit in Kaleidagraph as previously described.34 Kaleidagraph version 

5.01 was used to visualize all binding curves.  

In contrast to previously published methods, many isotherms were fit using fluorescence 

polarization values instead of anisotropy, as a technical consequence of the default output of the 

BioTek Synergy H1 plate reader and version of Gen5 software used. We confirmed that the 

polarization values track the anisotropy values within a range of ~4%, and that the effect on 

computed affinities is less than the standard error of the least-squares fit. 

All experiments were conducted at T = 298 K (CAL, TIP-1) or 300 K (all others) and 

equilibrium free energy values calculated by DG° = RT ln (KI), where R=0.001987 kcal mol-1 K-1.  

 

Energy minimization calculations using GROMACS. PDZ-peptide complexes were modeled using 

PyMOL, using the following PDB codes as templates: 6TWQ (MAGI1-2), 1I92 (N1P1), 2HE4 

(N2P2), 6MYF (SCRIB-1), 3RL7 (DLG1-1), 6HKS (PTPN3), and 6QGL (SNX27). Coot was used 
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to build side chains, where missing from the available structure, as well as rotate the orientation 

of the P-5 side chain in SNX27.73 PDZ domains were aligned by main chain atoms in order to 

determine the starting peptide position, using MAGI1-2/HPV16 E6 (6TWQ) as a template. For 

CFTR peptides, the HPV16 E6 peptide in 6TWQ (or GIRK3 for SNX27/HPV16 E6 and 

SNX27/CFTR) was mutated using the PyMOL mutagenesis wizard. 

 The system was solvated using spc216.gro, an equilibrated 3-point solvent model built into 

GROMACS, as well as a TIP 3-point water model (TIP3P). Ions were added to a 0.15 M 

concentration, with a neutral net charge (balanced with Na+ and Cl-), and van der Waals radii were 

estimated as previously described.74 The AMBER99SB-ILDN force field was used and energy 

minimization conducted using GROMACS version 2022.4.75–79 The steepest descent energy 

minimization was performed on the solvated system with a maximum force tolerance of 1000 kJ 

mol-1 nm-1 (239.01 kcal mol-1 nm-1) for all PDZ-peptide models (Table S1, Figure S6).    
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Table 1. Binding affinity data for N1P1, N2P2, CAL, and TIP-1 bound to HPV16 E6, 
SSRTCFTR, and HPV variant peptides (HPVP1R, HPVP4Q, and HPVP5V). 
 

 Ki (µM) (in parentheses, DG° in kcal/mol) 
 HPV16 E6 HPVP1R HPVP4Q HPVP5V SSRTCFTR 

N1P1 100 ± 50 
(-5.49) 

8.8 ± 3.4 
(-6.94) 

21 ± 7 
(-6.42) 

67 ± 28 
(-5.73) 

2.2 ± 1 
(-7.77) 

N2P2 17 ± 6 
(-6.55) 

6.9 ± 1.1 
(-7.08) 

5.2 ± 0.6 
(-7.25) 

7.0 ± 3.6 
(-7.08) 

1.7 ± 0.4 
(-7.92) 

CAL 160 ± 20 
(-5.18) 

42 ± 10 
(-5.97) 

56 ± 6 
(-5.80) 

190 ± 10 
(-5.07) 

130 ± 10 
(-5.30) 

TIP-1 11 ± 1 
(-6.76) 

22 ± 5 
(-6.35) 

34 ± 2 
(-6.09) 

35 ± 4 
(-6.08) 

670 ± 400 
(-4.33) 
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Table 2. Binding affinity data for N1P1, N2P2, DLG1-1, SCRIB-1, SNX27, MAGI1-2, and 
PTPN3 bound to HPV16 E6, SSRTCFTR, HPV variant peptides (HPVP1R, HPVP4Q, and 
HPVP5V), and CFTR variant peptides (CFTRP1Q, CFTRP4R, CFTRP5R). All data are the result 
of at least triplicate experiments. The free energies of binding are in parenthesis (in kcal/mol).  
 

 Ki (µM) (in parentheses, DG° in kcal/mol) 

 HPV16 
E6 HPVP1R HPVP4Q HPVP5V SSRTCFTR CFTRP1Q CFTRP4R CFTRP5R 

N1P1a 100 ± 50 
(-5.49) 

8.8 ± 3.4 
(-6.94) 

21 ± 7 
(-6.42) 

67 ± 28 
(-5.73) 

2.2 ± 1 
(-7.77) 

25 ± 7 
(-6.32) 

6.9 ± 2.7 
(-7.08) 

1.8 ± 0.3 
(-7.89) 

N2P2a 17 ± 6 
(-6.55) 

6.9 ± 1.1 
(-7.08) 

5.2 ± 0.6 
(-7.25) 

7.0 ± 3.6 
(-7.08) 

1.7 ± 0.4 
(-7.92) 

3.1 ± 0.5 
(-7.56) 

1.7 ±  0.5 
(-7.92) 

0.49 ± 0.38 
(-8.66) 

DLG1-1 22 ± 12 
(-6.39) 

39 ± 11 
(-6.05) 

23 ± 6 
(-6.37) 

13 ± 4 
(-6.71) 

>1000 
(-4.12) 

250 ± 150 
(-4.94) 

510 ± 230 
(-4.52) 

430 ± 200 
(-4.62) 

SCRIB-1 20 ± 7 
(-6.45) 

13 ± 2 
(-6.71) 

13 ± 2 
(-6.71) 

4.5 ± 2.8 
(-7.34) 

250 ± 30 
(-4.94) 

150 ± 60 
(-5.25) 

370 ± 170 
(-4.71) 

50 ± 10 
(-5.90) 

SNX27 1.5 ± 0.5 
(-7.99) 

2.1 ±  0.7 
(-7.79) 

0.51 ± 
0.22 

(-8.64) 

0.11 ± 
0.03 

(-9.55) 

0.46 ± 
0.11 

(-8.70) 

0.26 ± 
0.05 

(-9.04) 

0.44 ± 
0.06 

(-8.72) 

7.4 ± 4.5 
(-7.04) 

 IC50 (µM) (in parentheses, DG° in kcal/mol) 

MAGI1-2 3.7 ± 0.1 
(-7.45) 

5.2 ± 2.4 
(-7.25) 

3.8 ± 2.1 
(-7.44) 

4.4 ± 1.1 
(-7.35) 

>1000 
(-4.12) 

420 ± 210 
(-4.63) 

460 ± 200 
(-4.59) 

220 ± 50 
(-5.02) 

PTPN3 10 ± 1 
(-6.86) 

18 ± 1 
(-6.52) 

18 ± 5 
(-6.50) 

3.4 ± 0.3 
(-7.51) 

350 ± 250 
(-4.74) 

51 ± 14 
(-5.89) 

85 ± 39 
(-5.59) 

120 ± 20 
(-5.37) 

aN1P1 and N2P2 values with HPV16 E6 and HPV variant peptides are also reported in Table 1.  
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Table 3. DDG° values for PDZ-peptide pairs. DDG° values were calculated as the difference 
between the variant peptide and WT peptide (HPV16 E6 or SSRTCFTR) sequence.  

 

 

 

  

 DDG° (in kcal/mol) 
 N1P1 N2P2 DLG1-1 SCRIB-1 SNX27 MAGI1-2 PTPN3 

HPVP1R - HPV -1.45 -0.54 0.34 -0.26 0.20 0.20 0.34 
HPVP4Q - HPV -0.93 -0.71 0.03 -0.26 -0.64 0.01 0.36 
HPVP5V - HPV -0.24 -0.53 -0.31 -0.89 -1.56 0.10 -0.65 

CFTRP1Q - CFTR 1.45 0.36 -0.83 -0.30 -0.34 -0.51 -1.16 
CFTRP4R - CFTR 0.68 0 -0.40 0.23 0.31 -0.47 -0.85 
CFTRP5R - CFTR -0.12 -0.74 -0.50 -0.96 2.00 -0.90 -0.64 
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Figure 1. Competition binding curves for N1P1, N2P2, CAL, and TIP-1 with SSRTCFTR, 
HPV16 E6, and HPV variant peptides (HPVP1R, HPVP4Q, HPVP5V). The average results of at 
least triplicate experiments are shown, with error bars reflecting standard deviation. Reporter 
peptides used are described in the Materials and Methods. Curves were visualized using 
Kaleidagraph, using previously reported methods (see main text).  
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Figure 2. DDG° values (in kcal/mol) for N1P1, N2P2, CAL, and TIP-1 with SSRTCFTR, 
HPV16 E6, and HPV variant peptides (HPVP1R, HPVP4Q, HPVP5V). DG° values were calculated 
using the equation RT*ln(Ki), where R=0.001987 kcal mol-1 K-1, T=300 K, and the Ki values are 
in Table 1.  
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Figure 3. KD curves for PDZ domain-F*HPV16 E6 reporter peptide experiments. Although 
KD values were determined from triplicate experiments, here the average and standard deviation 
for N=3 is shown due to a difference in protein concentration range. KD values were determined 
using Kaleidagraph, using previously reported methods (see main text). 
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Figure 4. Competition binding experiments for PDZ domains studied with HPV16 E6, HPV 
variants (HPVP1R, HPVP1Q, HPVP5V), SSRTCFTR, and CFTR variants (CFTRP1Q, CFTRP4R, 
CFTRP5R). All experiments are at least triplicate experiments. For DLG1-1, only N=2 data are 
shown due to higher standard deviations. All data are included in Table 2. (F-G) These data are 
shown as a function of fluorescence polarization due to the inability to accurately calculate the 
fraction of reporter bound for the MAGI1-2 and PTPN3 PDZ domains.  
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Figure 5. DDG° and S DDG° values (in kcal/mol) for binding experiments in Table 2. (A) 
DDG° values calculated as in Figure 2. (B) S DDG° values were calculated as the sum of the HPV 
variant or CFTR variant DDG° values in (A). Here, a higher -S DDG° is more favorable, so e.g., 
N1P1, N2P2, and SNX27 show a preference for the CFTR sequence, considering mutations in 
HPV16 E6 to CFTR residues result in a large -S DDG°. DLG1-1, MAGI1-2, and PTPN3 strongly 
prefer HPV16 E6. The data for SCRIB-1 is less clear, but Table 2 confirms that this PDZ domain 
does prefer HPV16 E6, as this representation fails to capture quantitative magnitude of binding 
affinities. (C) The black arrows indicate S DDG° values (from B) added to the DG° of binding for 
each PDZ domain to either HPV16 E6 (blue) or CFTR (yellow).  
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Figure 6. Position-specific interactions with PDZ-peptide models and HPV16 E6. (A-D) For 
all, the PDZ domains are shown in gray cartoon representation, with side chain atoms as sticks and 
colored by heteroatom (N=blue, O=red). The HPV16 E6 peptides are in blue sticks, colored by 
heteroatom. Structural features are labeled and described in the main text. (E) Sequence alignment 
of PDZ domains in this analysis was determined using T-coffee multiple sequence alignment, and 
visualized using Jalview. The variable N- and C-termini are truncated for visual clarity, and 
secondary structure elements labeled according to MAGI1-2 (6TWQ). The variable bB-bC loop 
is labeled with a black box.  
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Figure 7. Electrostatic potential surface maps of PDZ/CFTR models. For all, the electrostatic 
potential surface maps of the PDZ domains from template structures were calculated using APBS 
in PyMOL. PDZ domains are shown in surface representation, with ± 5 eV represented as a red-to-
blue gradient, with red = -5 eV. In general, PDZ domains with a preference for CFTR show a more 
positive peptide-binding cleft, specifically near the P-4 and P-5 peptide binding positions, which 
are both arginine in HPV16 E6. The exception is PTPN3, which does prefer the CFTR P-5 Val 
(Table 2), despite an overall preference for HPV16 E6. These areas are highlighted with black 
circles. PDB IDs used were: N1P1 (1I92), N2P2 (2HE4), SNX27 (6QGL), SCRIB-1 (6MYF), 
DLG1-1 (3RL7), MAGI1-2 (6TWQ), and PTPN3 (6HKS). 
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